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Action No. 08-CI-00499 
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Appellant’s Motion for Additional Time To File Brief 

Comes Appellant john, humbly pro se, before this honorable Court of 

Appeals, with Second Motion for Additional Time To File Appellant’s Brief, 

subsequent to Amended first such Motion filed 2011 July 26, requesting 

final extension of (CR) 76.12.2  60-day Period for Filing Appellant Brief. 

 

Justification for considering this Motion obtains primarily from the 

extraordinarily large scope of this case in regard to the desired clerical 

result of a single Adobe PageDescriptionFormat file.  Production of said 

Brief, pro se, without the benefit of experienced counsel, multiplies the 

challenge which can be characterized by several parameters of magnitude: 

1.  Time.  Relevant events and details span 14 years:  1998 – 2011. 

2.  Irregularity.   



A.  Initial case, 07-CI-01716, became above Action 08-CI-00499, which 

was interrupted by the interval defined by the recording of two filings:  2007 

08 07 DEED OF RELEASE (of subject Mortgage) and 2008 02 04 

RECISSION OF DEED OF RELEASE.   

B.  Inspite of continuous, exhaustive efforts to obtain trusted, effective 

counsel, complicated by the primary fact of Appellant’s cash poverty 

throughout the period beginning 2002 October when the initial discovery of 

fraud occurred, Appellant has been victim of simple, tragic communication 

failures, and questionable service from the second of two retained 

attorneys, forcing this third of three awkward periods of sine qua non, pro 

se function before this increasingly respected and appreciated Kentucky 

system of Justice. 

 

3.  Appellant is an exceptionally well-educated, good-willing, community 

servant that has pursued large community improvements at the expense of 

self-interest.  Fields of study include:  broadly religion, broadly science, 

medicine and holistic health, geology, surveying, geodesy, GPS,  

innovative green architecture / engineering / construction, broadly 

computing, geospatial integrative service (GIS) (smart maps),  auto 

mechanics, energy, and property improvement/management.    Thus, file 

systems, both paper and electronic are complicated by this magnitude of 

diversity of interest and initiative. 



4.  Regarding the production of the subject Brief, the resulting paper trail 

and electronic file generation, in both cases, of course, have evolved over 

time and include variants at each step, demanding in the context of (3.):  

sifting, sorting, synchronization, and integrity verification in addition to 

scanning, proper indexing, and normalization to the standard Adobe pdf 

format. 

The result is, apropos this production of Brief:   

 a. 3-feet stack of papers in over 100 folders;  

 b.  on the hard drive:  6.64GB in 98 folders and 1017 unique files. 

 

Appellant will make the case that, especially in 2010, he was multiply 

denied due process, perhaps to some degree attributed to his inexperience 

with this legal process.  In an important sense, if this Court may consider 

this final request for additional time, it will alleviate the burden that has 

grown large upon this citizen seeking natural justice. 

 

With sincerely respectful gratitude for consideration by this honorable 

Court of Appellant’s prior request, enabling environmental facilitation of this 

work, and for this new and assuredly final such request, enabling 

satisfaction of highest clerical expectations, Appellant shall assuredly 

deliver the required Brief on 2011 August 15. 
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